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Arrays
➡ indexed sequence of data stored contiguously in memory

➡ square brackets used for indexing: x[i]
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Array:

➡ Arrays are indexed with zero offset (first element is x[0])

➡ Size must be known at time of declaration of an array

Arrays

An array is an indexed sequence of data stored contiguously in
memory.

x[0] x[1] x[2] x[3] x[4]

int int int int int

5 −23 17 1746 −912

int x[5];

Arrays are indexed using square brackets.

Arrays are indexed with zero offset (so first element is x[0])

Size must be known at time of declaration of array (see later).
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Arrays
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2- dim arrray - declaring sizes:

➡ The size of an array should be computable at the time the array 
is declared 

➡ Arrays size can be automatically computed from an initialiser  

➡ Arrays can take local or global scope and be declared static, 
just like other variables.

int f(int k) 
{ 
return 2*k*k;
}
int main() 
{ 
int n=10; 
int x[f(3)][n];
}

x[18][10]

int x[]={-3,7,-5};



Arrays
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Arrays as function arguments:

➡ Note the [] syntax in the function

➡ The function does not need the array length… 

➡ …although it can be given

void f(float arr[])
{
arr[1]+=arr[2];
}
int main()
{ 
float x[] = {1.2, 5.6, 7.8};
f(x);
printf(“%f\n",x[1]);
} 



Arrays
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Multi-dimensional arrays:

➡ Arrays are indexed using sets of square brackets

➡ All indices are zero offset (so first element is x[0][0]...[0]) 

➡ Ordering can be confusing: read int x[2][3] as “a two-element array of int[3]s” 

➡ All dimension must be known. Left-most can be auto-sized  

void f(float arr[])
{
arr[1]+=arr[2];
}
int main()
{ 
float x[] = {1.2, 5.6, 7.8};
f(x);
printf(“%f\n",x[1]);
} 

int f[][2]={{3,4},{2,1},{6,7}}



Exercises
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Arrays:

1. Determine the number of components in the arrays with the following 
definition:

2. Assuming the definition:

        determine which of the following variable assignments are correct?

float x[120];
double y[33];

int x[26],y[23];
char nr1[7];

a) x[1]=y[2];
b) x[25]=y[1]+1;
c) x[1]=x[26];
d) x=y;
e) nr1[0]=‘1’;



Strings
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➡ ASCII text characters are stored in the char data type. Each char occupied 1 
byte of memory.

➡ AC string is an array of characters, terminated with the zero character, ’\0’  

char w[]=“HPC”                   

                                    
   strlen(w)=3

w[0] w[1] w[2] w[3]
H' P’ C’ \0’

➡ A C string is written inside double quote marks ("). It can be 
automatically sized for array initialisation.  (strlen(w)

➡ The length of a C string w is returned by the function strlen(w).  

➡ Because of the ’\0’ character marking the end, string s takes strlen(s)+1 
bytes to store.



Typedef
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➡ Can define aliases for complicated data types using typedef keyword.

typedef double Real 

➡ defines a new type called myType that is a length-three array of integers. 
Can use this short-hand to declare:

➡ The sizeof built-in function gives the amount of memory needed to store a 
data-type. 

➡ defines a new type called Real that can be used interchangeably with a 
double. Useful if you want to switch precision between 32-bit and 64-bit 
floating point

typedef int myType[3];
myType q;
q[0]=123;q[1]=234;q[2]=345;
printf(“%d\n”,q[0]);
printf("Size of myType: %d bytes\n",sizeof(myType));



Variables and types
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Integer types:

Floating-point types:



Typedef
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➡ Can define aliases for complicated data types using typedef keyword.

typedef double Real 

➡ defines a new type called myType that is a length-three array of integers. 
Can use this short-hand to declare:

➡ The sizeof built-in function gives the amount of memory needed to store a 
data-type. 

➡ defines a new type called Real that can be used interchangeably with a 
double. Useful if you want to switch precision between 32-bit and 64-bit 
floating point

typedef int myType[3];
myType q;
q[0]=123;q[1]=234;q[2]=345;
printf(“%d\n”,q[0]);
printf("Size of Integer in bytes: %d \n”,sizeof(int));
printf("Size of myType: %d bytes\n",sizeof(myType));


